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The Cinekid Best International Short Film Competition is intended to introduce 

children to stories from as many countries as possible. All short films for 

children and youth produced in 2019/2020 are eligible for this competition. The 

goal of the competition is represent as many cultures as possible and highlight 

extraordinary artistic achievements in filmmaking techniques and storytelling.  

 

This year 27 animated shorts and 16 live-action short films were selected in the 

two competitions for animation and live action. The selected films were shown 

on our online festival platform Cinekid Play or as preludes before a feature film 

g of Fokion 

Xenos, Kato de Boeck and Mélissa Delmée Maletras , watched all titles and 

nominated three films per competition before deciding on the winner of the 

Cinekid Lion Jury Award, which was awarded to the director of the winning 

film. 

 

This year the professional jury nominated the following films: 

 

Best International Animated Short: 

 

Matilda and the Spare Head by  (WINNER) 

Spare Head stood out because of its originality, humor and writing. The film is very 

clever in its humor, and clearly pointed at both adults and children. However, while 

being funny, the film still manages to tackle a topic very relatable for children: the 

pressure and competition in school. Wanting to be a child and have fun versus being 

the best student at school - it's not always easy. The film is overall well written, the 

performances of the characters are fantastic and the animation style is a delight. 

 

Duodrom by Basil Vogt 

The Jury found this film impressive and very technically competent. It is very hard to 

describe in words the organic flow till you see it with your own eyes. Its mesmerizing 

quality lies in the fantastic world it creates effortlessly using the means of expression 

in animation in a unique and charming manner. Therefore, one of the nominations 

goes to Duodrom  

 

Melting Heart Cake by Benoît Chieux 

This film uses very tactile techniques to describe a charming narrative in a daring way. 



  

perspective in a very successful fashion. It managed to keep a smile on our face all the 

way through. Therefore the nomination goes to Melting Heart Cake. 

 

Best International Live-Action Short: 

 

The Name of the Son by Martina Matzkin 

The jury had a great experience watching lots of beautiful short films in this 

competition, but there was one in particular that left us all speechless. In a very subtle 

and touching way, the filmmaker succeeded to show us the vulnerability of a dad-son 

relationship with very little. The confusion about the gender was very nicely handled, 

putting the audience at the exact same spot as the dad. By showing only the necessary, 

the filmmaker knew exactly what he was doing and delivered an important, mature 

and authentic short film. 

 
egs by Firas Khoury 

The jury found this film to be well constructed with strong characters, very playful and 

full of heart. The research for this last collectible card embarks the characters on a 

journey that is as enjoyable for children as it is for adults. This film showed a lot of 

 

 

Beef by Ingride Santos 

The jury loved the great performances of both actresses in this film and thought its 

delivery was perfect in a very short time.  

The conflict between the two was engaging and well written and guided us towards the 

end. 
 
 

 


